
THE SCALABLE SOLUTION.
LUSTORTM LUBRICATION STORAGE SYSTEM.     

Best-in-class lubrication programs depend on the methods applied for storing, transferring 
and applying lubricants to your valuable equipment, and the first step to help ensure clean oil 
enters your equipment is to filter it to an acceptable level. Lustor systems deliver the storage 
and dispensing benefits you trust, in cost-effective, compact and expandable units. 

Designed to protect every liter of oil from on-site environmental conditions, Lustor systems 
combine proper storage, filtration and identification to create an efficient and organized, 
workflow. This, in turn, ensures that your lubricants remain dry and contaminant-free before 
they enter your equipment; saving you time and money.
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OilSafe® LustorTM Lubrication Systems are specially designed for individualized and expandable lube rooms. 

Two different system configurations are offered to fit your application needs and requirements, these are:  
- Wall Mount (no reservoir) for use with drum or tote - Part #LST0310
- 65 Gallon (250 Liter) - Part #LST2310

Optional Upgrades/Add-ons:
- Custom Fluid ID Label (for front of system)
- 3 or 20-Micron Filter
- Pneumatic 5:1 Pump
- Lustor Spill Containment - Part #LSTSCP
- Colorized Quick Connects
- IBC Spill Pallet

Features

Impact resistant poly-tank and yellow aluminum plate

Pneumatic pumps (3:1 air/oil pump)

3-way filtration (10-micron filter)

Oil consumption meter

Auto shut-off dispensing tap

Oil level indicator 

Desiccant breather

Drip tray

Drum transfer hose kit

Drum adapter kit (w/ part #LST0310)

Benefits

Compact & expandable

Cost-effective

Organized & clean workspace

Increases work environment safety

Prevents cross-contamination

Improves lubricant quality

Lowers lubricant & maintenance costs

Less equipment downtime

Increases productivity

oilsafe.com

To further minimize cross-contamination when storing and transferring lubricants, 
match your Lustor system with a dedicated OilSafe Color-Coded Transfer Container; 
Drum and Lid, Drum Label Kit and Fluid Identification Label. 

LUBRICATION STORAGE SYSTEM

WALL MOUNT
(NO RESERVOIR)

65 GALLON (250 LITER)


